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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1851: Confounding Black and White 

 

Leng Hao’s heart was practically jumping out of his throat. 

Happiness came so suddenly! 

No, wait, should say that his many years of hard work had not been in vain! 

Foster Father he still kept his thoughtfulness in mind! 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Several figures dashed straight onto the stage, surrounding Ye Yuan in the middle. 

But Leng Xu’s face changed and he said furiously, “Uncle, no matter how displeasing to the eye you find 

me, you also can’t confound black and white, right? This matter has nothing to do with Ye Yuan. You let 

him go, I’ll shoulder all of the charges!” 

The current Leng Xu was really disappointed to the max with the Leng Family. 

He had never wanted to fight for anything before. But the vortex of the mundane world insisted on 

dragging him in, stirring him up until he was reduced to pieces. 

This feeling made him somewhat mentally and physically exhausted. 

Because of Ye Yuan, he was able to stand on the stage dignified and openly today, defeat Leng Hao, and 

win back his own heart. 

Because of Ye Yuan, he could walk out of decadence and find that former self. 

Now, if Ye Yuan was dragged down because of this matter, he could not forgive himself no matter what. 

However, Leng Hongxiu’s face fell and he said, “Insolence! Your meaning is that I lied in front of so many 

people? You keep saying that Leng Hao is like this, like that, this is all your one-sided words! Then how 

do I know how many things you’ve done to let down the Leng Family? Back down!” 

Leng Xu’s complexion was like dead ash, but he refused to take a single step back. Blocking in front of Ye 

Yuan, he said stubbornly, “I’m not backing down!” 

Leng Hongxiu’s face turned dark and he said, “I announce that starting from today, Leng Xu’s position of 

young patriarch is abolished! Leng Hao is the Leng Family’s new young patriarch! All attack for me, take 

both of these two down for me!” 

The moment Leng hao heard this, his face revealed a hint of wild elation. 

So many years of long-cherished wish, he finally got his wish! 

Furthermore, looking at the situation today, Leng Xu would find it hard to escape death. 
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Heh, a man knows when to yield and when not to. Just an outsider, is it worth it to die for him? 

In his heart, he was very disapproving of Leng Xu’s way of doing things. 

But it was also precisely because of this that it gave him an opportunity to exploit. 

At this time, Han Dongjun laughed loudly and said, “Hahaha, Leng Hongxiu, don’t need to trouble you to 

take action against this little animal. I’ll directly capture him and be done with it!”. 

Leng Hongxiu nodded his head lightly and did not say anything. 

Now that it came to this, whoever capture Ye Yuan was the same. 

In the black-clothed man’s sea of consciousness, he naturally saw many things. 

Many of them even harmed the Leng Family’s interests. 

But there was one thing, a very large part of the things was done for him and Leng Qiuling. 

With this, it was sufficient! 

What he searched was not Leng Hao’s soul. He could only deduce Leng Hao’s goal through these things. 

Although it was wrong for Leng Hao to have done these things in order to become the young patriarch, 

it was also not unforgivable. 

The most important thing was that Leng Hongxiu inherently felt empathetic for Leng Hao. 

He was also suppressed by his big brother back then until he could not lift his head. All the way until he 

gave birth to an excellent daughter that it eased up somewhat. 

So he knew how difficult it was for Leng Hao to obtain his status today with his identity. 

Han Dongjun laughed loudly and looked at Ye Yuan with a smug look as he said, “Brat, you got no 

temper now, right? Your mouth is formidable, but sadly, your strength is too weak! In front of me, Han 

Dongjun, you’re just an ant! Ants, can’t possibly escape my control!” 

Finished talking, Han Dongjun’s world power released, and arrived with a howl! 

The violent world power crunched over towards Ye Yuan, confining all of the space around him. 

Ye Yuan could only get captured without resistance! 

Bang! 

A loud noise came over, Han Dongjun’s entire person pounced onto the ring. 

However, Ye Yuan’s figure was already gone. 

“This ... What’s going on here? Where’s Ye Yuan?” 

Everyone looked at this scene with astounded faces. They did not even blink their eyes, but Ye Yuan 

disappeared without any traces just like this. 



Rather, Leng Hongxiu’s expression changed. That calm and collected expression finally had a trace of 

change. 

“Are you looking for me?” Up above in the sky, Ye Yuan stood in the air as he said coolly. 

Han Dongjun’s face changed and he exclaimed, “S-Spatial shift! How is this possible?” 

“Spatial shift? Fourth Firmament spatial law? My God!” 

“No wonder this kid is so arrogant, he actually comprehended spatial law!” 

“Unless it’s a True God powerhouse, otherwise, nobody can keep him behind at all!” 

... 

The crowd immediately burst into an uproar. 

Their strength was too weak and could not see clearly how Ye Yuan escaped Han Dongjun’s certain-kill 

blow just now. 

The Fourth Firmament spatial law, this kind of law comprehension was virtually a god-like existence to 

them. 

Although people who comprehended spatial law were few, they were also not zero. 

In a place like the imperial capital, there would still occasionally have that one or two appear. 

But, being able to cultivate spatial law to the fourth firmament, spatial shift this step, there were 

absolutely none! 

Ye Yuan having this magical ability, within Celestial Deity Realm, no one could make him stay at all. 

Han Dongjun’s spatial confinement seemed powerful. But in front of Ye Yuan, it was simply child’s play. 

It was too easy for him to want to escape Han Dongjun’s confinement. 

“You said just now, I’m an ant, and that it’s impossible to escape your control. Then ... what say you 

now? You can’t even catch an ant and also dare to speak wildly here?” Ye Yuan looked at Han Dongjun, a 

mocking look on his face. 

The expression on Han Dongjun’s face was extremely ugly. He boasted too big just now, how could he 

have known that Ye Yuan still had such a contingency plan? 

Now, it was really losing face until his granny’s house. 

Seeing the Leng Family people’s amused smiles, he had an aggrieved look. 

Ye Yuan could display spatial shift. No matter how many people he brought, it was also impossible to 

keep Ye Yuan behind. 

Now, going back to request for reinforcements, Ye Yuan would have long escaped to God knows where. 

Therefore, he could only cast a pleading look towards Leng Hongxiu. 



“Leng Family Head, my son’s death, Leng Xu can’t escape responsibility either! I hope that the Leng 

Family gives me an account!” Han Dongjun was still assuming an arrogant air. 

When the old patriarch died, the Leng Family’s strength fell greatly. 

The present Han Family’s strength was even a bit stronger than the Leng Family. He did not need to give 

the Leng Family this face! 

Leng Hongxiu’s face fell and he said, “Insolence! Who the hell do you think you are, to also dare speak to 

me like this?” 

“Puhwark!” 

Under Leng Hongxiu’s powerful pressure, Han Dongjun directly spewed out a mouthful of blood. 

“Leng Hongxiu, you!” 

Leng Hongxiu’s expression was dark and he said in a cold voice, “A tiger not demonstrating his power, 

you really take me to be a sick cat? Even if my Leng Family is far from before, it’s also not what a random 

nobody like you can provoke! Now, immediately scram for me! I’ll detain the person. If you want the 

person, have Han Tianyu come find me personally!” 

Once a True God was enraged, how mighty was that! 

Han Dongjun’s face was ashen. His expression changed several times, and he finally roared, “Leave!” 

After he left, Leng Hongxiu looked at Ye Yuan and said coolly, “Young man, let yourself be seized without 

any resistance. If I take action, the aftermath will be hard to say!” 

Ye Yuan did not speak yet, but then he heard Leng Qiuling behind him heaved a sigh. She said, “Lord 

Father, this matter, let’s stop here!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1852: Almost Made a Huge Blunder 

Everyone was stunned on the spot! 

The Leng Family’s peerless genius, Thousand Soar Mansion’s disciple, Leng Qiuling, actually sung a 

different tune with her own father? 

This reversal was also too dramatic. 

“Qiuling, what did you say?” Leng Hongxiu was also taken aback and asked. 

He knew that this daughter was the most filial and would never go against his will. 

What was going on today? 

Leng Qiuling said calmly, “The right and wrong, everyone has a scale in their hearts. Big Brother Leng 

Hao’s actions and conduct indeed isn’t worthy of the title of young patriarch. Father, I suggest better to 

let Big Brother Leng Xu continue to be the young patriarch.” 

Another death-like silence! 
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No one would have expected that Leng Qiuling actually said such words in front of everyone. 

Even Leng Xu also had an astounded face. 

Leng Qiuling entered Thousand Soar Mansion very early and had very little interaction with him. Their 

relationship was also not considered close. 

Why did she suddenly speak up for him? 

Rather, it was Leng Hao. When he heard Leng Qiuling’s words, it was akin to a bolt out of the blue. 

Even in his dreams, he never dared to believe that Leng Qiuling would actually say such things at this 

time! 

In his view, the one least likely to oppose him were Leng Hongxiu father and daughter. 

But Leng Qiuling actually gave him a fatal blow at this time! 

Even though Leng Qiuling was the same as him, just a junior of the Leng Family, her status was 

completely different. 

She was not just the Leng Family’s proud daughter of heaven. She was also the entire Thousand Soar 

Imperial Capital’s proud daughter of heaven. 

Leng Qiuling normally would not care about the Leng Family’s affairs at all. Her horizons had long 

already transcended the Leng Family’s level. 

But today, she actually spoke up! 

Leng Qiuling’s words were absolutely heavyweight-class. It was even more useful than all of the elders’ 

words put together! 

Leng Hongxiu’s brows knitted together. Recalling his daughter’s reaction previously, he immediately 

understood in his heart. 

This Ye Yuan was likely that Ye Yuan! 

Except, could it be that this kid called Ye Yuan really had a powerful background? 

Otherwise, why would his daughter refute his face in front of so many people? 

“Since Ling-er already said so, then ...” Leng Hongxiu finally still heeded his daughter’s words and 

planned to announce the final result. 

Leng Hao’s face was akin to dead ash. His many years of hard work were actually no match for Leng 

Qiuling’s one sentence! 

He hated it! 

“Hang on!” But at this moment, Leng Xu suddenly interrupted his words. 

Leng Hongxiu’s brows furrowed, but he heard Leng Xu say solemnly: “Big Brother Leng Hao, I’ve told you 

before, this position of young patriarch, I don’t care about it! What I value more is familial relationship 

and friendship! It’s just a shame that the big brother that was akin to a father and brother in my eyes 



back in the old days already slowly drifted further apart. I didn’t come today to fight with you over this 

position of young patriarch too. I just want to tell everyone that I, Leng Xu, have never thought about 

continuing to be this young patriarch either. From this day forth, I, Leng Xu, resign from the position of 

the Leng Family’s young patriarch!” 

This sudden turn of events made everyone stunned. 

When everyone all thought that the outcome of this struggle for young patriarch was already a foregone 

conclusion because of a sentence from Leng Qiuling, Leng Xu himself actually came forward and wanted 

to resign from the position of young patriarch. 

Ye Yuan looked at this scene and secretly smiled as he nodded. 

He understood that those able to do it like Leng Xu were not many. 

One had to know, being a young patriarch meant more cultivation resources and advantages. This point, 

no one was clearly than Leng Xu about it. 

But, he put it down straight away, without dragging anything out. 

Actually, in Ye Yuan’s view, although cultivation resources were important, the path was carved out by 

oneself. However much the cultivation resources, it was also not as important as walking one’s path. 

One’s own might was true might! 

Except, very few people could understand this. 

Leng Qiuling’s eyes also glinted, clearly very surprised by Leng Xu’s action. 

Her horizons had transcended the scope of the Leng Family long ago. 

The reason why she said so was entirely looking on account of Ye Yuan’s face. 

She did not expect that Leng Xu did not care about this position of young patriarch at all. 

Suddenly, Leng Qiuling felt that it was rather funny. It was really birds of a feather flock together. 

If it were Ye Yuan, he would also do so, right? 

Even though she did not have much contact with Ye Yuan, she could tell that Ye Yuan was similarly 

stubborn and unruly, someone unrestrained and carefree. 

No secular concept could constrain such a person. 

After falling silent for a moment, Leng Hongxiu nodded and said, “Forget it, all disperse. The position of 

young patriarch will be discussed another day!” 

With the family head giving a verbal instruction, everyone dispersed, leaving behind only Leng Hao 

alone, his gaze glassy. 

Leng Xu’s final words sent his entire person into a daze. 

It turned out that an extremely simple thing was made complicated by him. 



It turned out that this position of young patriarch could be won with extreme ease. But now, it turned 

into nothing. 

It turned out that Leng Xu really did not care about the position of young patriarch! 

It turned out that all of his efforts were just a superfluous joke! 

... 

“Does Father want to ask why I stopped you from dealing with Ye Yuan?” Leng Qiuling saw through her 

father’s unhappiness and took the initiative to start the conversation. 

Leng Hongxiu was at any rate the head of a family. With his daughter embarrassing him in front of 

everyone, his face had nowhere to put! 

But toward Leng Qiuling, Leng Hongxiu was clearly very tolerating. He had a black face as he said, “This 

Ye Yuan is that Ye Yuan you know?” 

Leng Qiuling nodded her head. 

“Just what origin does this boy have? You just had to come forward at this time!” 

Leng Qiuling briefly recounted what she saw and heard back then on the Heavenspan Mountain, making 

the expression on Leng Hongxiu’s face gradually change. 

“Your meaning is that ... this boy might be a genius under a Heavenly Emperor’s command?” Leng 

Hongxiu said in surprise. 

Leng Qiuling shook her head and said, “I’m also not sure, but that old drunkard’s strength, Father, you, 

should have heard of it, right? He actually stood up for a young man who didn’t even reach the Divine 

Lord Realm. Isn’t this suspicious? Furthermore, the mysteries on Ye Yuan’s body are too many, 

numerous until it makes people unable to see through. Such a person, we at least can’t provoke him!” 

The more Leng Hongxiu listened, the more frightened he got. To be able to make his daughter have such 

a high appraisal, this young man was clearly not ordinary. 

In truth, how could a genius capable of comprehending spatial shift be ordinary? 

The more he thought, the more lingering Leng Hongxiu felt. If Ye Yuan really came from a Heavenly 

Emperor, or even a Dao Ancestor faction, then the consequences of touching him would be too severe! 

“This ... Why didn’t you say earlier?! Father nearly made a huge blunder!” Leng Hongxiu said. 

Leng Qiuling said, “I wasn’t aware of it beforehand too. In truth, I completely didn’t expect that in a 

short few centuries’ time, Ye Yuan’s strength could actually reach such a level! You have to know, back 

then when I met him on the Heavenspan Mountain, he didn’t even reach Divine Lord Realm!” 

Back then, when Leng Qiuling encountered Ye Yuan, Ye Yuan was only at the boundary of grand 

completion Origin Deity. 

With Leng Qiuling’s cultivation speed, ordinary people would only get pulled further and further apart 

from her. 



But Ye Yuan actually narrowed the gap until it was just a tiny bit within a short few hundred years. 

Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity versus Second Firmament Celestial Deity, it might be insurmountable to 

ordinary people for life. 

But placed on Ye Yuan, it was clearly not very applicable. 

One had to know, Ye Yuan kicked the Fourth Firmament Celestial Deity Leng Hao flying with one foot on 

the stage! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1853: Seeking Battle 

“Really didn’t expect that Younger Sister Qiuling actually spoke up for us at the last minute. Just now, I 

was really frightened badly. It doesn’t matter to me, but if I implicated you, I can’t forgive myself in this 

lifetime.” 

Returning to the courtyard, Leng Xu felt lingering fear. 

Previously, on the stage, saying that it was hanging on by a thread was also not over the top. 

Even though Ye Yuan had spatial shift, facing a True God powerhouse, it was also impossible to easily 

escape. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “They won’t do anything to me.” 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s indifferent look, Leng Xu said huffily, “You’re really reckless! Uncle he’s a True God 

powerhouse! But speaking of things, it’s also strange. My relationship with Young Sister Qiuling isn’t 

considered close. Why would she refute her own father’s face in front of so many people?” 

Just as they were talking, a servant came to report, saying that Leng Qiuling came. This made Leng Xu 

stupefied again. 

Leng Qiuling came leisurely, like a moving iceberg, emitting a proud and cold aura from head to toe. 

Not seeing for several hundred years, Leng Qiuling’s transformation was very big. 

It was not just the increase in strength, her disposition also underwent a drastic change. 

Leng Qiuling back then was still just a junior. 

But now, she already faintly had the bearing of someone in the upper echelons. 

This was portrayed most vividly during the battle for young patriarch. 

A casual sentence, but no one dared to refute it. 

When Leng Xu saw Leng Qiuling, he went up to greet, saying: “Many thanks to Younger Sister Qiuling for 

helping us out of our predicament today. Otherwise, Ye Yuan and I would be in danger.” 

Although he did not know why Leng Qiuling would come forward and speak up for him, thanks still had 

to be said. 

It was merely a sentence to Leng Qiuling, but to him, it was a life-saving grace. 
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Faced with Leng Xu’s thanks, Leng Qiuling just said nonchalantly, “Big Brother Xu doesn’t need to be 

courteous. I was just saying a word of fairness.” 

But her gaze went past Leng Xu and looked at the Ye Yuan behind him. 

Leng Xu detected Leng Qiuling’s gaze and could not help being taken aback, turning his head and looking 

toward Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan smiled lightly and opened his mouth and said, “Parting for years, Fairy Leng’s elegant 

appearance is even more radiant than back then!” 

Leng Qiuling smiled faintly and said, “A scholar who has been away three days must be looked at with 

new eyes. Young Master Ye really broadened my horizons today! I want to apologize to Young Master Ye 

and take back the words I said back then.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “It’s all past matters, mention it for what? Today, this Ye still have to thank 

Fairy Leng for resolving my predicament!” 

Leng Qiuling shook her head and said, “I believe that there is no need for me to get you out of the fix. 

Young Master Ye also has a way to get out of trouble.” 

Although she did not know Ye Yuan’s means, if Father wanted to keep Ye Yuan behind, it likely would 

not be that easy. 

Ye Yuan was not that kind of reckless person. Since he mixed into the Leng Family’s dispute, he definitely 

had some reliance. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “Although I only had the pleasure of meeting Fairy Leng once, Fairy Leng 

seems like this Ye’s old friend of many years, knowing me like the back of your hand. However, I still 

have to thank you.” 

By the side, Leng Xu was long dumbfounded from listening. 

It turned out that Leng Qiuling and Ye Yuan were actually old acquaintances. 

It was just that he was very curious, the two people’s conversation sounded very familiar, but was also 

not very familiar. 

It seemed like they merely only happened to have met once. 

But this brief one-time encounter could actually make Leng Qiuling behave contrary to her normal 

behavior, and refute her own father’s face? 

Furthermore, Leng Qiuling actually smiled! 

She smiled at Ye Yuan! 

In Leng Xu’s impression, he had never seen Leng Qiuling smile at a guy before. 

The shock in Leng Xu’s heart could be imagined. 

“Then Young Master Ye’s thanks, Qiuling will accept it. Qiuling has a presumptuous request. I wonder if 

Young Master Ye can agree or not?” Leng Qiuling said. 



Ye Yuan nodded and smiled as he said, “Fairy Leng’s request, how can this Ye dare to not agree?” 

Leng Qiuling’s gaze suddenly became sharp and she said, “Qiuling wishes to have a battle with Sir. I hope 

that Sir will agree to it.” 

Hearing this, Ye Yuan and Leng Xu were both taken aback. 

Leng Xu was incomparably surprised. As the Thousand Soar Mansion’s peerless genius, Leng Qiuling 

could not find an opponent among peers at all. 

Her opponents had always been those very senior disciples in Thousand Soar Mansion, their realms 

were also mostly higher than hers. 

Now, she actually wanted to challenge a Second Firmament Celestial Deity. 

Of course, Ye Yuan’s strength, Leng Xu admired it greatly too. 

At least, he was not his match. 

But, to face Leng Qiuling, it was still not enough. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Okay!” 

... 

“Roar of Ice!” 

“Ice Dragon Howling Sky!” 

“Spirit Concealing Sword!” 

On the stage, two figures fought fiercely without rest. For some time, it was actually hard to distinguish 

who was superior or inferior. 

Ye Yuan relied on law fusion and actually forcefully managed to fight to a draw with Leng Qiuling. 

Below the stage, Leng Xu watched until he was dumbfounded, mouth gaping. 

“Turns out that Ye Yuan’s strength is actually powerful to such a level already! When he was practicing 

his sword on me, he didn’t even use 10% of his strength!” Leng Xu murmured. 

For him to be able to have a breakthrough in power of laws within ten days, it was entirely because of 

Ye Yuan’s wringing-style training. 

Back then, Leng Xu felt that Ye Yuan was very strong, but did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually strong 

to the extent where he could battle with Leng Qiuling. 

Although Ye Yuan was at a disadvantage, he had just entered Second Firmament Celestial Deity! 

Such a monstrous Leng Qiuling was actually leapfrogged and battled by someone. 

By the side, Leng Hongxiu was similarly incomparably shocked. 

His daughter’s position in the Thousand Soar Mansion, he knew it like the palm of his own hand. 



It had always been his daughter jumping realms and challenging others. It was still his first time seeing 

someone jump realms to challenge his daughter. 

Seeing this scene, he was even more certain of Leng Qiuling’s speculation. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Two figures separated upon contact, each retreating away. 

Fine beads of sweat actually seeped out on Leng Qiuling’s forehead. 

And Ye Yuan also had a rare episode of panting. 

Fighting Leng Qiuling was still too forceful to the current him. 

Leng Qiuling’s expression was icy-cold, but the shock in her heart could not use words to describe at all. 

For the first time in her life, she knew what was called a feeling of setback. 

Recalling when she met Ye Yuan back then, she had once said that Ye Yuan and her were destined to not 

be people in the same world. 

But several hundred years had passed, this sentence appeared so feeble. 

Although he was still somewhat inferior in terms of strength, without a doubt, Ye Yuan already arrived 

at her world. 

This was indisputable! 

Furthermore, developing in accordance with this trend, Ye Yuan surpassing her was merely a matter of 

time. 

It was just that Leng Qiuling could not figure out no matter what, why such a peerlessly talented 

character would be stuck at grand completion Origin Deity Realm for as long as 300 years. 

Thinking about it now, this was simply something beyond comprehension. 

“Fairy Leng is indeed well-deserving of being a peerless genius. This Ye concedes defeat!” Ye Yuan 

clasped his hands and said. 

This fight just now, he had indeed lost. 

However, Leng Qiuling shook her head and said, “Young Master Ye didn’t go all out, so how can you say 

that you’re defeated? If it were a deathmatch, who will emerge victoriously is not yet known!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Isn’t Fairy Leng the same too? In the end, it’s still that I’m not strong enough.” 

Not a life-and-death match, everyone normally would not bring out their 100% strength. 

Really reaching that point, that would be the moment of either you die or I perish already. Wanting to 

pull back would be very difficult. 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1854: Return in Defeat 

“Haha, Little Friend Ye is really a dragon among men. I offended you earlier. Looking on account of 

Qiuling’s face, I hope that Little Friend Ye doesn’t blame me.” 

Leng Hongxiu’s attitude suddenly changed drastically, making Leng Xu stunned too. 

Previously, after the battle for young patriarch, Leng Hongxiu was still going to be cavalier with Ye Yuan. 

In this twinkle, he was actually so courteous to him. 

Even if Ye Yuan displayed his talent, he was just a junior after all. An exalted True God powerhouse 

actually apologized to a Celestial Deity Realm martial artist. This would make people’s jaws drop too 

much. 

Ye Yuan had a score in his heart and naturally knew what Leng Hongxiu was thinking in his head. 

One would not hit a smiling face, Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Family Head Leng is too polite. This matter, 

Ye Yuan had areas where I was wrong too. I hope that Family Head Leng is magnanimous enough to 

forgive.” 

Leng Hongxiu hurriedly waved his hand and said, “Not at all, not at all, Little Friend Ye doesn’t know this 

but Hao-er is considered half a son to me. So I view him in a different light from others, that’s why there 

was such a misunderstanding.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Family Head Leng is also someone who values sentiments, Ye Yuan 

understands, Since Leng Xu has no inclinations towards the position of young patriarch, why not Family 

Head Leng pass the position of young patriarch to Leng Hao?” 

Leng Hongxiu had an awkward look when he heard that, thinking to himself that this kid was so 

formidable. 

This move made concessions in order to gain advantages, it was forcing him to clarify his position! 

“Huhu, Little Friend must be joking. Leng Hao made a grave mistake. I was just about to order people to 

throw him into the dungeons as a warning to others. So how can I let him take the position of young 

patriarch?” Leng Hongxiu smiled and said. 

Leng Xu was dumbfounded from watching by the side. Leng Hongxiu’s attitude change was a little too 

big. 

It even made him have an illusion, feeling that Leng Hongxiu was somewhat groveling. 

Actually, even though Leng Hongxiu was a True God powerhouse, he was not some fierce and ambitious 

person who was decisive in going for the kill. 

On the contrary, he was a little weak-willed. Otherwise, he also would not be led by the nose by Leng 

Hao, this kind of junior. 

The reason why he could get his position was entirely relying on his daugther, Leng Qiuling. 
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With such a peerless proud child of heaven in Thousand Soar Mansion, it would not do for the Leng 

Family to not want to regard him with importance. 

But in terms of character, he actually had flaws and was not very suited to hold the position of family 

head. 

At the thought of Ye Yuan’s possible background, Leng Hongxiu put down the proud attitude of a True 

God Realm, because he was apprehensive of Ye Yuan. 

Actually, this could not be blamed on him either. The Heavenspan Mountain was the core location of the 

entire Heavenspan World. 

Factions that controlled the entrances of the Heavenspan Mountain, not one was not an apex force of 

the Heavenspan World. 

Forget about the Leng Family, even the entire imperial capital could not afford to provoke too. 

And the talent that Ye Yuan displayed made him even more certain of this idea. 

Not just him, even Leng Qiuling, her thoughts right now were also pretty much the same as his. 

But this scene landing in Leng Xu’s eyes was totally not the case. 

“Huhu, if Little Friend Ye doesn’t mind, just stay in my Leng Family for the time being. You and Leng Xu 

are on friendly terms, so I believe that you can get along very well. I still have things and won’t keep you 

company anymore,” Leng Hongxiu smiled and said. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Then I’ll impose on Family Head.” 

... 

At the same time, Han Dongjun knelt in front of the Han Family’s family head, Han Tianyu. Tears and 

snot were on his face. 

“Family Head, you have to stand up for Dongjun! I only have this one son. Now, he was actually killed by 

someone. That Leng Hongxiu was so impolite, having no respect for you at all!” 

Han Tianyu’s brows furrowed. He was not that kind of weak-willed person like Leng Hongxiu, being 

steered by a few words from Han Dongjun. 

The Han Family’s strength was even stronger than the Leng Family’s. This was not unrelated to him, this 

family head. 

After musing for a moment, Han Tianyu said, “Come, we’ll go and demand for the person!” 

Han Dongjun’s talent in cultivation could not make it, it was likely difficult for him to step into the True 

God Realm in this lifetime as well. 

But his talent in management was very high. The Han Family’s businesses were mostly managed by Han 

Dongjun. 

Now, Han Dongjun was beaten by someone, it was equivalent to giving the Han Family a slap. 



A Han Family’s descendant was killed and the father was even injured by people. If he, this Family Head, 

did not come forward, it could not be justified no matter what. 

In Han Dongjun’s view, the Leng Family was only making him go into action because of a matter of face. 

Just a Second Firmament Celestial Deity, it was not worthwhile for the Leng Family to fight to the bitter 

end with the Han Family. 

The moment he went into action, he would definitely be captured with ease. 

However, he miscalculated! 

Facing Han Tianyu’s demand for the person, Leng Hongxiu said with a fake smile, “Huhu, Brother Tianyu, 

Ye Yuan is my Leng Family’s distinguished guest. You coming forward to demand for the person like this, 

it’s probably not appropriate, right?” 

Han Dongjun was stunned when he heard that. Before he left, wasn’t Leng Hongxiu still yelling about 

killing Ye Yuan? 

How did Ye Yuan become the Leng Family’s honored guest in a blink of an eye? 

Hearing Leng Hongxiu’s words, Han Tianyu’s face fell and he said, “Family Head Leng, it’s probably 

improper for you to be like this, right? That Ye Yuan killed my Han Family’s descendant. If I don’t finish 

him off, how will my Han Family still show face to people in the imperial capital in the future?” 

Leng Hongxiu just said coolly, “That’s your Han Family’s business. Nothing to do with me. All in all, this 

Ye Yuan, you can’t touch him!” 

Han Tianyu gave a cold snort and said, “If I insist on touching? Could it be that your Leng Family is going 

to go to war with my Han Family?” 

Leng Hongxiu chuckled and said, “Go to war then, is my Leng Family scared of you? Although my elder 

brother has already passed on, don’t you forget that my Leng Family still has Leng Qiuling!” 

Han Tianyu’s face changed, his expression ugly to the extreme. 

The Leng family was originally already going downhill. But no one could have expected that in these 

recent 1000 years, the Leng Family actually produced Leng Qiuling, overpowering the other few major 

families in the imperial capital. 

Leng Qiuling was currently the Thousand Soar Mansion’s treasure. Practically the best resources were 

piled onto her. 

Han Tianyu’s son was much older than Leng Qiuling, but his current strength was also merely more or 

less the same as Leng Qiuling’s. 

If the Han Family and Leng Family really fell out to the point of no return, Thousand Soar Mansion would 

definitely intervene. 

Leng Hongxiu was relying on precisely this that he could tackle the tense situation calmly. 



Han Tianyu drew a deep breath, eased up his tone, and said, “Younger Brother Hongxiu, it’s merely a 

Second Firmament Celestial Deity kid, is there a need to be like this?” 

Leng Hongxiu gave him an indifferent glance and said smilingly, “Second Firmament Celestial Deity 

kid? Heh, Han Tianyu, you’re clever all your life, but stupid this once!” 

Han Tianyu was slightly taken aback and said, “What does this mean?” 

Leng Hongxiu said, “Even though Han Dongjun is a good-for-nothing, he’s at any rate a half-step True 

God existence too! I gave him the chance, but he actually couldn’t even capture a Second Firmament 

Celestial Deity. Do you think that this Second Firmament Celestial Deity would be simple?” 

By the side, Han Dongjun was practically about to lose it. 

Leng Hongxiu actually scolded him good-for-nothing in front of so many people. 

However, Han Tianyu looked over with a rather unfriendly expression, making Han Dongjun’s face 

change. 

He naturally would not say such a humiliating thing for Han Tianyu to hear. 

A half-step True God taking action actually could not take care of a Second Firmament Celestial Deity. 

Saying good-for-nothing was praising him already. 

“Family Head, I ... I ...” Han Dongjun stammered, not knowing what to say. 

Smack! 

A slap from Han Tianyu immediately slapped Han Dongjun out far away. 

Such a piece of important information, this damn fellow actually concealed it and did not report, making 

him come over to lose face together along with him! 

Was Han Dongjun a good-for-nothing? 

Of course not! 

At least in front of a Second Firmament Celestial Deity, Han Dongjun was absolutely not a good-for-

nothing. 

Leng Hongxiu’s words had a profound meaning! 

“Many thanks for Younger Brother Hongxiu’s warning. Today, it was this Han who was rash.” Han Tianyu 

clasped his hands and took his leave. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1855: Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove 

On this day, In the Heavenly Sun Mountain Range ten thousand miles north-east of Thousand Soar 

Imperial Capital suddenly, it suddenly erupted with rays of brilliant light. 

Four enormous phantoms rose into the sky; extremely dazzling. They could be seen clearly within the 

boundary of the entire Thousand Soar Imperial Capital. 
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Looking closely, these four phantoms were the extremely rare Four Symbols Divine Beasts of the 

Heavenspan World. 

Azure Dragon, White Tiger, Vermilion Bird, Black Tortoise! 

The energy undulation that the four phantoms stirred up surges in tempestuous waves, practically 

sweeping through the boundary of the entire Thousand Soar Imperial Capital. 

It was not the Thousand Soar Imperial Capital itself, but the entire scope that the Thousand Soar 

Imperial Capital had jurisdiction over, including all of the imperial cities, capital cities, as well as 

counties. 

Its power could be seen at a glance. 

Right at this time, the Four Symbols Divine Beasts’ mouths each spewed out a ray of light, converging in 

the air. 

In the center, an old man’s virtual image gradually formed. 

“This old man is Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove who accidentally died in this place. My power had 

no successors, casting it away is a pity. Hence, I laid down this immortal abode, hoping to find a 

successor to inherit my mantle!” 

This voice spread out akin to rolling thunder. Everyone could clear it clearly. 

Inside Thousand Soar Imperial Capital, when Ye Yuan heard this voice, his entire person was akin to 

being thunderstruck. 

It turned out that the thing Dustless said that was related to them was actually Heavenly Empyrean 

Immortal Grove! 

“It’s him! It’s indeed him! Haha, that old man actually buried himself here!” 

Inside Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, Dustless started laughing crazily. 

Looking at that strapping figure that was akin to that of a god, Ye Yuan was speechless for a long time. 

This was Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove? 

Indeed unparalleled and overbearing! 

Even choosing a successor actually made it so that everyone knew about it too. 

Beside Ye Yuan, Leng Qiuling’s pair of beautiful eyes was also swiveling non-stop. Clearly, she was very 

moved too. 

Empyrean powerhouse! 

In the entire Heavenspan World, Empyrean powerhouses were absolutely a nuke-level existence[1]. 

Just as how Divine Lord Realm stopped the vast majority of martial artists, Empyrean, this threshold, 

similarly stopped countless peerless geniuses. 



In the entire Heavenspan World, True God powerhouses were as plentiful as oxen hair. But among 

them, a million people might not be able to produce an Empyrean powerhouse too! 

True God to Empyrean was an insurmountable great mountain. 

The entire Thousand Soar Imperial Capital was seething with excitement. Virtually all the martial artists 

were raring to have a go. There were even quite a few people who already sprinted out of the imperial 

capital, heading for Heavenly Sun Mountain Range. 

Such an opportunity was hard to encounter once in a million years! 

However, Ye Yuan’s brows knitted together. 

What medicine was this Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove selling in his gourd? 

“Why? Brother Ye doesn’t seem to be that interested in this opportunity that comes only once in a 

lifetime!” 

Ye Yuan’s reaction was somewhat outside of Leng Qiuling’s expectations. 

The inheritance of an Empyrean powerhouse, that was something that everyone yearned for in their 

sleep, but Ye Yuan’s brows were tightly locked. 

Even with her, Leng Qiuling’s, cold personality, she was somewhat moved. But Ye Yuan had a very 

disinterested appearance. 

Ye Yuan was taken aback when he heard that and said smilingly, “Of course I’m interested. It’s just that I 

feel that it’s rather fishy.” 

Leng Qiuling’s beautiful eyes moved and she asked curiously, “Fishy?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “This senior said that he’s looking for a successor, but he doesn’t have any 

requirements regarding bone age, cultivation realm, talent, and whatever. Also, this senior reported his 

own name, like he’s afraid that his enemies don’t know about it. Isn’t this strange?” 

Leng Qiuling was also surprised when she heard that. Hearing Ye Yuan said so, it really divulged 

peculiarity everywhere. 

Normally, when looking for a successor, one would have extremely high requirements for natural 

endowments. 

The successor of an Empyrean powerhouse was even high until it made people’s scalps tingle. 

Thousand Soar Imperial Capital was merely a True God level force. But their requirement for disciples 

also reached Leng Qiuling’s level 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was a peak Empyrean peerless powerhouse. If he was really 

seeking a successor, how could he possibly not have any stipulations about this at all? 

Of course, Ye Yuan also did not say one thing, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s inheritance was 

practically all left behind in the Immortal Grove World. Apart from an Empyrean spirit treasure, the rest 

were all obtained by him. 



Then, what was the inheritance here? 

Leng Qiuling’s pair of beautiful eyes sized Ye Yuan up non-stop like it was her first time knowing Ye Yuan. 

She discovered that Ye Yuan was really an enigmatic character. 

His wisdom, his talent, it really made the so-called geniuses perspire with shame. 

Among them included herself. 

More than ten years already passed in a blink. Ye Yuan’s realm rose rapidly and already reached peak 

Second Firmament Celestial Deity, while she only cultivated to middle-stage Fifth Firmament Celestial 

Deity. 

Presently, if Ye Yuan fought with her again, he could already fight to a draw. 

This kind of improvement speed simply made people’s scalps tingle. 

“Staring at me like that for what? Are there flowers on my face?” Ye Yuan was stared at by Leng Qiuling 

until he felt a little crept out and said smilingly. 

Leng Qiuling smiled and said, “Facing an Empyrean legacy, you can still maintain such composure. I’m 

afraid that in the entire Thousand Soar Imperial Capital, it’s also just you alone.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “There’s no harm in thinking more when encountering things. The more 

tempting the thing, the more it tends to conceal danger at the back.” 

Leng Qiuling ruminated on this sentence, feeling that it was very logical. 

The demise of many powerhouses was because they could not resist temptation. 

Except, facing such an inheritance, how many people could be calm? 

Leng Qiuling looked around and discovered that each person was incomparably feverish as if this legacy 

was already an item in their bags. 

“In that case, you don’t plan on getting involved in these muddied waters?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Haha, this is an Empyrean legacy, how can I possibly let it go?” 

When Leng Qiuling heard that, she could not resist rolling her eyes. This guy said so much, it was 

equivalent to not saying anything. 

But she saw Ye Yuan suddenly say solemnly, “Qiuling, you go and tell your master. It’s best to be on the 

alert, but don’t take action first. Wait and see. This Empyrean abode is probably not that easy to enter.” 

After more than ten years, Ye Yuan and Leng Qiuling already became good friends. 

As for Leng Qiuling’s master, he was also Thousand Soar Imperial Capital’s ruler. 

Leng Qiuling was slightly surprised, but still nodded and said. “Okay, I’ll go and find Master straight 

away. It’s just ... don’t know if he will listen or not.” 



Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Ten days! You have him wait 10 days! Within 10 days, there will 

definitely be an unforeseen event that happens.” 

Leng Qiuling nodded slightly, turned around, and left. 

... 

“Master, could it be that ... you’re going to go to that Empyrean abode?” 

When Leng Qiuling rushed to Thousand Soar Mansion, her master just happened to exit seclusion. 

Looking at his appearance, it looked like he was setting off. 

Leng Qiuling secretly thought what a close shave, a step later and Master would have left. 

Leng Qiuling’s master, Gu Tianque, Seventh Firmament True God peerless powerhouse, and also 

Thousand Soar Imperial Capital’s ruler. 

Toward Leng Qiuling this disciple, Gu Tianque naturally regarded her with special respect. 

“Huhu, this is a huge opportunity that comes once in a lifetime! Thousand Soar Imperial Capital is in a 

favorable position, this benefit mustn’t be snatched away by others!” 

Immortal Grove’s might, as a Seventh Firmament True God, Gu Tianque could feel it distinctly. 

This Empyrean was absolutely not an average Empyrean powerhouse, but a high-level Empyrean 

powerhouse. 

With Gu Tianque’s talent, barring no accidents, it was very hard to have another breakthrough in this 

lifetime. 

Now, such a huge lucky chance suddenly popped out, how could he not be moved? 

But Leng Qiuling shook her head and said, “Master, this Empyrean abode, you can’t go!” 

[1] Yes, the word for nuclear was used. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1856: Empyrean Death 

“Can’t go? Lass, do you know what you’re saying?” 

Gu Tianque’s brows furrowed, clearly somewhat unhappy. 

This kind of massive lucky chance placed in front of him, whoever stopped him would simply be like the 

great enmity of killing one’s father. 

Even if the one who stopped him was his own disciple. 

Leng Qiuling still had an icy-cold face as she said calmly, “Master, there’s something fishy about this 

Empyrean inheritance.” 

Leng Qiuling repeated Ye Yuan’s words, Gu Tianque listened until his brows were tightly knitted. 
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“What can that mean? Do you know what an Empyrean legacy signifies to Master?” Gu Tianque was still 

unmoved. 

The allure of an Empyrean legacy was seriously too great. Especially for Gu Tianque this kind, who 

basically had no hopes of making any more breakthroughs. 

Leng Qiuling was rather anxious as she said, “Ten days, just ten days, alright?” 

Gu Tianque’s gaze turned sharp and he said, “This isn’t your idea, right?” 

Leng Qiuling did not hide it either and said, “It’s Ye Yuan’s!” 

Gu Tianque’s face fell and he could not help ruminating. 

Ye Yuan’s matters, Leng Qiuling naturally would not hide from her own master either. 

His true identity naturally also aroused Gu Tianque’s speculations in all respects. 

Musing for a moment, Gu Tianque nodded and said, “Alright, just ten days!” 

Thousand Soar Imperial Capital’s commotion practically spread out at once. 

A major incident that shook the entire imperial capital, it could not be concealed even if one wanted to 

hide it too. 

From the second day onwards, the figures of many experts appeared in the vicinity of Thousand Soar 

Imperial Capital. 

True God powerhouses could not be casually seen even in places like imperial capitals too. 

But now, inside and outside of the imperial capital, the figures of True God powerhouses could be seen 

everywhere. 

Some of their auras were very powerful, even not beneath Gu Tianque’s. 

On the third day, Gu Tianque finally could not hold back anymore. 

“Master, didn’t you promise me to wait ten days?” 

Leng Qiuling had always been keeping watch over Gu Tianque and discovered it at the first moment. 

Gu Tianque said, “Lass, Master can’t wait anymore! Move aside!” 

Leng Qiuling said with a stubborn face, “No way, you can’t go!” 

Gu Tianque’s face fell, his figure directly vanishing before Leng Qiuling’s eyes. 

If a Seventh Firmament True God powerhouse wanted to leave, how could Leng Qiuling stop him? 

Gu Tianque directly went out of Thousand Soar Imperial Capital with a flash. 

The distance of a million miles was not considered far for True God powerhouses. In a few breaths of 

time, Gu Tianque arrived at Heavenly Sun Mountain Range. 



Sensing the powerful undulations coming from on top of the mountain, Gu Tianque felt an upsurge of 

emotions and even somewhat trembled agitatedly. 

Suddenly, he laughed in spite of himself and said, “No matter how impressive that brat is, he’s also 

merely an initial-stage Celestial Deity Realm. What knowledge or experience can he have? This 

Empyrean legacy, I, Gu Tianque, am determined to get it!” 

Finished saying, his figure leaped and was about to jump into Heavenly Sun Mountain Range. 

But right at this time, a rolling black mist came close from afar and arrived in an instant. 

“All get further away for Your Father! Old Fart Immortal Grove’s abode is mine, Blackfiend’s!” 

“Puhwark!” 

Just a sentence and it injured the Seventh Firmament True God Gu Tianque. 

And this was even just an area-of-effect attack! 

At this time, the True God powerhouses who were similarly concealed in the mountain range were likely 

all the same as him, getting injured. 

“Fiend race empyrean!” Gu Tianque’s face changed and he cried out in shock. 

This black mist was clearly an Empyrean-level powerhouse of the fiend race! 

Gu Tianque did not expect that there would actually be an Empyrean powerhouse moving out so 

quickly. 

Furthermore, it was even a fiend race Empyrean powerhouse. 

“Ye Yuan punk screwed me over!” 

Gu Tianque smacked his thigh and said with endless remorse and vexation. 

If he entered Heavenly Sun Mountain Range at the first moment, he would definitely be able to take the 

initiative. 

Now, even an Empyrean powerhouse had taken action, what had it got to do with him still? 

Hence, he wished to take apart Ye Yuan’s bones right now. 

This kind of lucky chance could not be encountered at any time! 

A single slip and it would bring everlasting regret! 

He could only helplessly watch that black mist land onto the mountain range and lament in pity. 

Very soon, that black mist submerged fully into the mountain range, Gu Tianque had a look of despair. 

This lucky chance had nothing to do with him anymore. 

But right at this time, a shrill scream rose straight to the sky. 

That black mist previously billowed in torrents once more. 



Gu Tianque’s face changed, When he looked again, that black mist already became dim and dark, 

forming a sharp contrast with that imposing momentum previously. 

“Old Fart Immortal Grove, why are you still powerful when you’ve died already?” That black mist wailed 

miserably. 

“Heh, fiend race dog, since you came, how can I let you escape! Die for me!” 

A void that had experienced the many vicissitudes of life spread out, following that, a ray of light rose to 

the sky from within the mountain range, directly hitting that cloud of black mist. 

Immediately, this world was silent. 

One gaze after another looked towards the sky, incredibly shocked. 

An exalted Empyrean powerhouse died in front of them just like this? 

Gu Tianque swallowed his saliva, discovering that he was somewhat parched. 

So close, if not for this fiend race Empyrean powerhouse, the one dead right now would probably be 

him, right? 

It seemed like what Ye Yuan said was right. This was totally a setup, in order to draw some people over. 

How could the real legacy be obtained so easily? 

Didn’t they see that even an Empyrean powerhouse was instantly one-shotted? 

This Immortal Grove was absolutely a daunting figure even to the extreme big-shots when he was alive. 

... 

Carrying the mood of having survived a disaster, Gu Tianque returned to Thousand Soar Imperial Capital. 

When Leng Qiuling saw Gu Tianque, she also heaved a long sigh in relief. 

“Master, are ... are you okay?” 

Leng Qiuling saw Gu Tianque’s somewhat absent-minded appearance and could not help asking in 

concern. 

Gu Tianque glanced at Leng Qiuling and said, “Master ... almost couldn’t come back anymore!” 

Leng Qiuling’s face changed and she said, “What happened?” 

Gu Tianque smiled bitterly and recounted the scene that happened previously, saying: “This time, it was 

all thanks to you and Ye Yuan. If not for you guys, this old life of mine would probably be lost at 

Heavenly Sun Mountain Range. You help me thank Ye Yuan well; no, you call him here, I want to thank 

him personally!” 

Leng Qiuling listened until she felt lingering fear too. 

An Empyrean powerhouse was exterminated in an instant, this sort of thing was simply unheard of. 

Just how powerful of an existence was this Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove when he was alive? 



Although Gu Tianque did not adhere to the ten days deadline and ran off in-advance, if not for these 

two days of delay, Gu Tianque would definitely be dead without a doubt. 

This Empyrean abode was clearly not what the Thousand Soar Imperial Capital could devour alone 

already. 

When Ye Yuan came over, Gu Tianque thanked Ye Yuan ardently. 

Reaching his level, he regarded his life as the most important thing. 

Ye Yuan’s one sentence saved his life, how could he not be moved. 

But, when Ye Yuan heard the demise of an Empyrean, he knew that this was likely a retaliatory act of 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove against his enemies. 

Sure enough, in the following days, Thousand Soar Imperial Capital was amidst the winds of change, and 

suddenly became the vortex of a storm. 

Within a short half a month, there were actually three Empyrean powerhouses who died in Heavenly 

Sun Mountain Range. 

Empyrean powerhouses, each one was a formidable existence that could make the Heavenspan World 

tremble with a stomp of their feet. Three actually died all at once. 

As for those True God powerhouses that no one paid attention to, no idea how many had died already. 

At this time, everyone finally realized that this abode was not easy to enter! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1857: Still So Shameless 

The demise of three Empyreans did not stop those powerhouses from advancing wave after wave. 

However, the powerhouses who entered Heavenly Sun Mountain Range, not one was able to return 

alive. 

A month later, finally no one dared to arbitrarily enter the Heavenly Sun Mountain Range anymore. 

Powerhouses from everywhere started converging in Thousand Soar Imperial Capital, discussing how to 

enter this Empyrean abode. 

A city lord said, “Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was a peak Empyrean powerhouse from five 

million years ago. His strength had already reached an inconceivable level and can even effortlessly 

annihilate Empyrean powerhouses.” 

Another person said, “In my view, it’s likely difficult for us, these True God powerhouses, to enter 

inside.” 

“This Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove has such formidable strength. There must be countless lucky 

chances inside this abode. Giving up just like this, who is willing? Moreover ... if we can obtain Heavenly 

Empyrean Immortal Grove’s Dao Fruit ...” 

The moment these words came out, the atmosphere within the hall immediately tensed up. 
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Empyrean Dao Fruit, who did not want? 

Furthermore, this was not an ordinary Empyrean Dao Fruit, but a peak Empyrean Dao Fruit! 

Among these people, it was impossible for there to be someone who could reach this level in their 

lifetime. 

Gu Tianque said, “Now, someone already discovered that martial artists below Celestial Deity Realm will 

be fine entering the Heavenly Sun Mountain Range. There have already been True God Realm martial 

artists who tried it before. As long as one suppresses their realm to Celestial Deity Realm, they won’t be 

attacked when going deep into the mountain range. But, inside this Heavenly Sun Mountain Range, it is 

still filled with dangers. I feel that we’d better cooperate with a united effort, and think of a way to enter 

the abode first. I wonder what’s everyone’s opinion?” 

Hearing Gu Tianque’s words, everyone all nodded their heads in succession. 

Don’t look at how they were all True God Realm powerhouses. In front of Heavenly Empyrean Immortal 

Grove, they were simply no one. 

A thousand, ten thousand going in, it was also seeking doom. 

Hence, banding up together first was indeed a pretty good option. 

“Since everyone doesn’t have objections, then let’s set off together ten days later, and enter the 

Heavenly Sun Mountain Range.” Gu Tianque gave the final word. 

After discussing, the group of True God powerhouses all dispersed. But Heavenly Water Imperial 

Capital’s city lord, Ji Xun, stayed behind alone. 

“Mn? Brother Ji looking for me, could there be something?” Gu Tianque pretended to be uncertain as he 

said., 

Ji Xun secretly cursed sly old fox and said with a smile, “Huhu, old pal, my Heavenly Water Imperial 

Capital and your Thousand Soar Imperial Capital have always been of the same breath and branch. That 

good-for-nothing disciple of mine, Zhuo Han, has admired Lass Qiuling for a long time already. You think. 

Shouldn’t us, these elders, bring a romance to a happy ending?” 

Gu Tianque chuckled when he heard that and said, “The matters of youngsters, leave it to them to worry 

about it. You also know this disciple of mine, who she wants to choose as a Dao companion, that’s not 

what I can persuade.” 

Finished talking, Gu Tianque immediately left and did not seem to have the intention of continuing to 

chat. 

Ji Xun’s brows furrowed, not understanding what medicine this Gu Tianque was selling in his gourd. 

In the past, Gu Tianque was still rather keen about Zhuo Han and Leng Qiuling’s affairs, even though 

Leng Qiuling’s attitude had always been uninterested. 

But now, even Gu Tianque this old fellow did not seem willing anymore. 

... 



As Ji Xun’s favorite disciple, Zhuo Han naturally came along to Thousand Soar Imperial Capital too. 

In reality, the True God powerhouses that came this time, quite a few brought along their juniors 

A massive lucky chance like an Empyrean inheritance, even if they all, these disciples, obtained a tiny bit, 

it was also endlessly beneficial. 

Moreover, the Immortal Grove Abode this time, it was already confirmed that only Celestial Deity Realm 

and below powerhouses could enter. 

But at this time, Zhuo Han already entered Thousand Soar Mansion himself. 

“This junior apprentice brother, I wonder if Junior Apprentice Sister Leng Qiuling is in Thousand Soar 

Mansion?” Zhuo Han had a refined and courteous appearance, but his words exuded haughtiness. 

That Thousand Soar Mansion disciple sized him up and said, “Who are you? The Thousand Soar Mansion 

doesn’t allow any random person to come in.” 

Zhuo Han smiled and said, “I’m Heavenly Water Imperial Capital’s Zhuo Han. Junior Apprentice Sister 

Leng is precisely this Zhuo’s fiancée. In fact, I’m not considered an outsider.” 

Zhuo Han deliberately increased his volume, like he was afraid that people did not know him. 

That disciple was startled when he heard that and said, “Turns out that it’s Senior Apprentice Brother 

Zhuo, apologies, apologies! Senior Apprentice Sister Leng is currently at the practicing field, I’ll bring you 

over.” 

Zhuo Han’s fame in imperial capitals was still very resounding, this disciple had clearly heard before. 

Furthermore, the rumors about Zhuo Han and Leng Qiuling were not some secret in Thousand Soar 

Mansion. It seemed like City Lord His Excellency had the intention of matchmaking the two. 

This disciple naturally did not dare to slight him. 

“It turns out that he’s Zhuo Han. Indeed worthy of being Heavenly Water Imperial Capital’s number one 

genius, to actually be able to catch up to Senior Apprentice Sister Leng’s cultivation speed.” 

“Yeah! Heard that the Manor Lord intends to matchmake the two, they are really a match made in 

heaven!” 

“However, Senior Apprentice Sister Leng recently got rather close with a boy called Ye Yuan, this is really 

seldom-seen.” 

“Hey, that punk is merely a Second Firmament Celestial Deity, how can he be worthy of Senior 

Apprentice Sister Leng?” 

... 

When Zhuo Han heard the surrounding disciples’ discussions, he originally enjoyed it greatly. But when 

he heard Ye Yuan this name, his expression suddenly changed. 

This name was simply his nightmare. 



Even if several hundred years had gone by, it was still fresh in his memory too. 

Of course, he hated Ye Yuan to the bones too, and he had long wanted to find Ye Yuan to settle the 

scores. But, Ye Yuan had never been heard of after he left the Heavenspan Mountain. hence, this plan 

also reached a deadlock. 

He did not expect that he heard this name once more today. 

“Could it be that ... this Ye Yuan is that punk on the Heavenspan Mountain? Impossible! That person just 

now said that he’s Second Firmament Celestial Deity! With that punk’s talent, it’s impossible to cultivate 

so quickly!” 

Very soon, Zhuo Han dismissed this thought. 

He and Leng Qiuling were the same, both feeling that this Ye Yuan was not that Ye Yuan. 

Following that disciple, Zhuo Han came to the practicing field. Thousand Soar Mansion’s disciples were 

currently sparring, while Leng Qiuling was currently watching the fights by the side. 

Upon seeing Leng Qiuling, Zhuo Han’s two eyes immediately lit up and he said in a clear voice, “Junior 

Apprentice Sister Leng, not seeing for many years, you’re indeed still so breathtakingly beautiful!” 

Leng Qiuling turned her head. Seeing Zhuo Han, her brows immediately knitted together. 

This guy really lingered on like a haunting ghost! 

“This place is Thousand Soar Mansion. What are you here for?” Leng Qiuling said coldly. 

But Zhuo Han did not mind and said smilingly, “Look at what Junior Apprentice Sister Leng is saying. I’m 

here to see my future wife, is there a problem?” 

The moment these words came out, the surroundings immediately burst into an uproar, all guessing this 

young man’s identity. 

But Leng Qiuling’s gaze turned cold and she said frostily, “Keep talking nonsense and be careful that I 

won’t be courteous toward you! Now, immediately disappear for me!” 

Zhuo Han laughed and said, “Why does Junior Apprentice Sister Leng have to be like this? Master he 

already went to bring up the proposal of marriage for me. You and I will tie the nuptial knot sooner or 

later.” 

Leng Qiuling’s expression became colder and colder, practically about to condense into ice. 

“Huhu, so many years of not seeing, Young Master Zhuo is still so shameless! Haven’t even checked your 

Eight Characters yet and you’re putting up a front here, be careful that it will be hard to wind up the 

matter[1]!” 

Right at this time, a figure appeared beside Leng Qiuling. 

Zhuo Han focused his eyes and looked, and immediately flew into a rage! 

[1] It’s common in Chinese culture to do fengshui fortune telling before marriage to check whether you 

and potential spouse’s Eight Characters match. 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1858: You Have No Chance 

“Ye Yuan! It’s really you! Today, you won’t be so lucky. I’ll see who can still save you!” 

When Zhuo Han saw Ye Yuan, anger immediately rose up in his heart. 

But he was also extremely shocked in his heart. Not seeing him for several hundred years, Ye Yuan 

actually reached peak Second Firmament Celestial Deity like flying. 

This cultivation speed was not the slightest bit inferior when compared to him! 

Was this guy still that trash who could even break through to the Divine Lord Realm? 

One had to know, back then when he saw Ye Yuan, he was just a grand completion Origin Deity. 

Ye Yuan looked at Zhuo Han and said smilingly, “Don’t need anyone to save me. Dealing with you, do I 

still need others?” 

The moment Zhuo Han heard this, he could not help laughing loudly and said, “A measly Second 

Firmament Celestial Deity also dares to engage in wild talk! Today, I’m going to beat you until you kneel 

on the ground and beg for mercy!” 

Upon recalling that someone said just now that Leng Qiuling and Ye Yuan were very close, Zhuo Han 

could not help overflowing with jealousy. Old grudge and new hatred welled up together in his heart. 

Leng Qiuling’s face turned cold and she said, “Zhuo Han, this place is Thousand Soar Mansion, not 

Heavenly Water Imperial Capital. It’s not your turn to be unbridled!” 

Zhuo Han could not help choking when he heard that. Leng Qiuling’s protective attitude triggered his 

jealousy even more. 

Zhuo Han looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “Hiding behind a woman’s back again? This place 

just happens to be the practicing field. If you’re a man, step forward and compete with me. Let Qiuling 

take a look at who’s her man!” 

Leng Qiuling’s face got colder and colder. This Zhuo Han was really too insolent, to actually say such 

things. 

She did not have any feelings toward him. Yet, his face was extremely thick, viewing her as his exclusive 

chunk of meat. 

“Zhuo Han, on the account that you’re a guest, I’ve already exercised forbearance with you time and 

again! Keep talking nonsense and I won’t be courteous!” Leng Qiuling said. 

Zhuo Han was still unmoved. Looking at Ye Yuan, he said with a cold smile, “Gutless coward, trash who 

only knows how to hide behind women!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Putting aside whether I’m a gutless coward or not, the thickness of your skin, 

I’m ashamed of my inferiority!” 
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Zhuo Han sneered and said, “Manor Lord Gu is very approving of my and Qiuling’s matters. Now that 

Master has gone to him to propose a marriage alliance, this wedding is already more than half 

succeeded, how is my skin thick?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Is that so? Then do you know why I’m not a Thousand Soar Mansion’s disciple 

but can go in and out of this place any time? Then do you know Qiuling and I are practically together 

from morning to night these few years? You have no chance.” 

Zhuo Han’s face could not help changing when he heard that. He still thought that Ye Yuan was a 

Thousand Soar Mansion’s disciple. Zhuo Han did not expect that he actually was not. 

Leng Qiuling’s icy-cold face had a rare hint of blush. 

Actually, she and Ye Yuan were both clear that Gu Tianque was indeed creating conditions to let the two 

of them get close. 

Ye Yuan’s mysterious identity had long been recognized by Gu Tianque. Otherwise, he also would not 

stop for three days and not move because of a sentence from Ye Yuan. 

But between them, one was cold as frost, while the other was not in the mood for romance. There had 

not been any progress all along. 

Leng Qiuling naturally knew that Ye Yuan was helping her out of her predicament, so she did not say 

anything and just tacitly approved of it. 

When Zhuo Han saw this scene, a hint of foreboding premonition arose in his heart. 

But he did not believe it at all! 

Gu Tianque had always viewed him favorably. It was impossible for him to change his tune. 

Coupled with his illustrious identity, he and Leng Qiuling were well-matched in status. 

“Who the hell do you think you are? A mere Second Firmament Celestial Deity is also worthy of Qiuling? 

If you have the capability, step forward like a man and compete with me.” 

Zhuo Han saw that Ye Yuan was only a Second Firmament Celestial Deity. He was certain that he did not 

dare to accept the challenge at all, repeatedly using those words to squeeze Ye Yuan. 

The surrounding Thousand Soar Mansion disciples also all revealed disdainful looks, feeling that Ye Yuan 

was too unmanly. 

Ye Yuan and Leng Qiuling traveled as a couple all the time. All the disciples had long found it displeasing 

to their eyes. 

Leng Qiuling was the goddess in their hearts, beautiful and also highly talented, but she was followed 

around every day by a Second Firmament Celestial Deity. They felt that it was very offensive to the eye. 

In their hearts, only Zhuo Han, this kind of background, could match up to Leng Qiuling. 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly and said, “Qiuling, let’s go, let this mad dog bark here. I believe that very soon, 

he’ll know that he had no chance long ago.” 



Leng Qiuling nodded her head, turned around, and was about to leave with Ye Yuan. 

She frequently sparred with Ye Yuan these few years and naturally knew that it was not that Ye Yuan did 

not dare, he was just disdainful. 

Zhuo Han was only an initial-stage Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity. He was not Ye Yuan’s match at all. 

Speaking of which, Zhuo Han’s talent was actually not beneath Leng Qiuling’s. But precisely because Ye 

Yuan caused trouble on the Heavenspan Mountain, it made Zhuo Han delay his cultivation. 

Seeing that Leng Qiuling was so obedient, Zhuo Han’s fire of jealousy was practically going to burst 

through the barriers. 

He blocked the two people’s path with a flash. He looked at Ye Yuan angrily as he said, “Somebody who 

gave birth to, but nobody to raise. You’d best stay further away from Qiuling for me. Otherwise, I’ll make 

you regret being born in this world. You don’t take a piss and look at the reflection too, see who the hell 

you are! Snatching women with me, are you worthy?” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze gradually became icy-cold. He originally did not want to stoop to Zhuo Han’s level. But 

this guy did not have any knowledge of his limits at all. His mouth was really asking for a beating! 

Only to see his figure move, arriving at the center of the martial practicing field, and say in a cold voice, 

“Didn’t you want to make me accept your challenge like a man? Fine, I’ll fulfill your wish!” 

Seeing this scene, Zhuo Han was not alarmed, but rejoiced instead, and said with a big 

laugh, “Hahaha, that’s more like a man! You rest assured. I’ll teach you how to behave yourself 

properly!” 

Leng Qiuling heaved a slight sigh in her heart. What was called seeking one’s doom was like Zhuo Han, 

right? 

Zhuo Han’s figure moved, arriving before Ye Yuan, and he said with a big laugh, “Honestly speaking, for 

you to be able to cultivate to the Celestial Deity Realm, it really exceeded my expectations. But ... ants 

are ants in the end. You’ll never be able to understand what’s called a genius!” 

Swoosh! 

Zhuo Han’s voice had yet to fade and Ye Yuan’s entire person already vanished. 

He already successfully had his fury stoked up by Zhuo Han and could not be bothered to talk rubbish 

with him at all. 

Zhuo Han did not take Ye Yuan seriously at all and was caught off-guard by this sudden turn of events. 

Smack! 

A clear slap echoed out, Zhuo Han’s entire person was slapped flying out. 

“This is a so-called genius? Less than even an ant! Not much strength, but spew mouthfuls of shit,” Ye 

Yuan said coldly. 



Everyone was astounded. Thousand Soar Mansion’s disciples had never seen Ye Yuan make a move 

before and had always been very disdainful towards him. 

However, the moment Ye Yuan made his move, it astonished all of them. 

Zhuo Han was slapped silly by Ye Yuan’s slap and only came back to his senses after a while. Pointing at 

Ye Yuan, he said with a furious roar, “Despicable villain, to actually sneak attack! Today, I must tear you 

to shreds!” 

Zhuo Han’s words made quite a few people secretly nod their heads. 

Although Ye Yuan’s move just now was stunning, it was still Zhuo Han who was too careless after all. 

A genuine frontal clash, Ye Yuan was definitely not a match. 

“Is that so? Then this time, it’s your turn!” Ye Yuan looked at Zhuo Han and said with a cold smile. 

Ye Yuan’s contemptuous smile deeply triggered Zhuo Han. 

It was only to see him grit his teeth. The world power of a First Firmament Celestial Deity gushed out 

frenziedly, and he rushed over toward Ye Yuan. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1859: Naive 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Bang! 

On the stage, the collision sounds of streams of divine essence colliding came over. Everyone below the 

stage was dumbstruck with amazement. 

One-sided! 

Except, it was not the same as they expected. This match was completely one-sided toward Ye Yuan. 

Under Ye Yuan’s strange and unfathomable movement technique, Zhuo Han was being completely 

brutalized. 

“Why ... Why is it like this?” 

“Zhuo Han’s talent ranks at the top of the list among the various major imperial capitals too. He’s 

actually being abused by a Second Firmament Celestial Deity.” 

“No wonder Senior Apprentice Sister Leng goes places together with him as a couple. It turns out that 

it’s like this!” 

... 

Thousand Soar Mansion’s disciples were all incredibly shocked. They totally did not expect that the Ye 

Yuan who they normally looked down on, his strength was actually so formidable. 
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The Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity Zhuo Han was being abused promptly, without any ambiguousness 

at all. 

If one said that previously it was Ye Yuan’s sneak attack succeeding, then right now, Ye Yuan was 

completely crushing with strength. 

No flashiness at all! 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan stomped on Zhuo Han’s chest with a foot, trampling him onto the ground. He said disdainfully, 

“Weren’t you going to teach me how to behave? Just based on your bit of strength? Without sufficient 

strength, you also dare to learn to look down on the world from others, and view others as ants? Who 

gave you the courage?” 

The shock in Zhuo Han’s heart could not use words to describe. 

Several hundred years ago, when he and Ye Yuan first met, he could crush the other party with just one 

hand. 

But by relying on his talent, not only did this gap not widen several hundred years later, Ye Yuan caught 

up from behind instead and surpassed him! 

This guy actually fused spatial law and Sword Dao law, his combat power off the charts. 

Zhuo Han’s pride as a genius was utterly crushed into pieces by this foot. 

“Let go of me, you ignorant fool! When my master learns of this, he’ll definitely waste your cultivation 

and make you never have a chance to rise again!” Zhuo Han gritted his teeth and said. 

Ye Yuan’s face turned cold and he said with a cold smile, “Can’t beat yourself, so you bring your master 

out? However, your threat is really very foolish!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan lightly tapped toward Zhuo Han’s divine sea with a finger. 

Zhuo Han’s pupils constricted, having a look of despair on his face. 

But right at this time, a feeling of incredible danger suddenly descended. 

“Lad, you dare?!” 

True God powerhouse! 

Ye Yuan felt the other party’s strength straight away. His body was virtually frozen by this powerful 

pressure, unable to move at all. 

Although his foot was still stepping on Zhuo Han’s body, this foot could not be stomped down at all. 

A late-stage True God powerhouse was too powerful! 

However, he was Ye Yuan! 

He was the Ye Yuan who grasped spatial law! 



Even a True God powerhouse’s comprehension in terms of spatial law might not be stronger than him 

too. 

This killing intent was too piercingly cold, there was no way Ye Yuan would resign himself to death. 

Feeling this powerful pressure, Zhuo Han’s two eyes lit up. He said in pleasant surprise, “Master!” 

However, Leng Qiuling’s face changed drastically. Wanting to take action was already too late. 

Ye Yuan gave a cold laugh, his figure suddenly disappearing! 

What vanished together with him was also Zhuo Han. 

A figure stepped out of the void and looked at Ye Yuan with a look of surprise and anger. 

“Spatial shift! Terrific lad!” 

The arrival was none other than precisely Zhuo Han’s master, Heavenly Water Imperial Capital’s master, 

Ji Xun. 

“Puhwark!” 

At the critical moment, even though Ye Yuan avoided Ji Xun’s certain-kill strike, he also suffered heavy 

injuries. 

The might of a True God was no joke. 

If it were others, they would have long been crushed into minced meat by the world power. 

Currently, Ye Yuan’s palm was pressed on the center of Zhuo Han’s back. As long as divine essence spat 

out, it could wreck his life force. 

The reason why he wanted to bring Zhuo Han to shift together was to capture a hostage. 

Otherwise, the power of a True God, even if he unexpectedly avoided the first attack, Ji Xun’s second 

strike would be sufficient to cause death too. 

And he did not have the leeway to resist at all. 

“Master, s-save me!” Sensing Ye Yuan’s divine essence wreaking havoc within his body, Zhuo Han was 

frightened to the extreme in his heart. 

Ji Xun’s face fell and he looked at Ye Yuan and said coldly, “Let go of Han-er. I’ll leave you an intact 

corpse!” 

Ye Yuan laughed from extreme fury and said, “Indeed worthy of being master and apprentice, both 

equally stupid! You already want to kill me, would I let him go? Do you think that I’m as mentally addled 

as you? Don’t move. You can try if you’re faster or I’m quicker!” 

Sensing Ji Xun’s divine essence undulation, Ye Yuan immediately warned the other party. 

Ji Xun’s face turned black and he said, “If you dare to touch a single strand of hair of Han-er, I’ll definitely 

make you regret coming into this world!” 



Ye Yuan sneered and said, “Is that so?” 

As he said, Ye Yuan spat divine essence. Zhuo Han immediately spewed out a large mouthful of blood, 

his entire person becoming dispirited and inert. 

Ye Yuan dealt his blow very aptly, directly making Zhuo Han lose his ability to resist, but did not kill him 

too. This was enough to frighten Ji Xun. 

Ji Xun’s face changed, aware that he ran into a ruthless character. How could he still dare to act rashly 

without careful thought? 

“Kid, let him go. We can settle things through discussion!” Ji Xun finally lowered his proud head and 

compromised with Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “What’s there to discuss? You want to scam me to leave Zhuo Han, then kill 

me at the first moment? I have to admit, although you’re at a ripe old age, you’re still very naive!” 

Ji Xun’s face became black as the bottom of a wok. He discovered that this kid was too sharp. His 

disciple compared to him was simply a weakling. 

The moment he opened his mouth, he knew what he wanted to do. 

“What the hell do you want?” Ji Xun said with a dark expression. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Wait!” 

Finished saying this word, Ye Yuan shut his eyes and stopped talking. 

Ji Xun was taken aback, not knowing what Ye Yuan’s words meant. 

But very soon, he understood. Another extremely strong aura arrived with a howl. 

“Ji Xun, you’re also looking down on my Thousand Soar Imperial Capital too much! An exalted Thousand 

Soar Imperial Capital powerhouse actually bullied a Celestial Deity Realm junior. Do you still want face or 

not?!” 

The person had yet to arrive, but the voice arrived first. 

Gu Tianque’s words were full of rage. 

He did not expect that in a blink of an eye, such a major incident actually happened in the Thousand 

Soar Mansion. 

Ji Xun’s brows furrowed and he said, “This boy nearly crippled Han-er, could there be something wrong 

for me to want to kill him?” 

Gu Tianque’s gaze looked towards Ye Yuan, a probing look on his face. 

Ye Yuan briefly recounted the matters earlier, Gu Tianque glared and said, “You heard it?” 

“M-Master, you have to stand up for me!” Zhuo Han said feebly. 

Seeing Gu Tianque’s attitude toward Ye Yuan, Ji Xun seemed to have understood something, his 

expression rather ugly. 



Sure enough, Gu Tianque snorted coldly and said, “Zhuo Han, give up! You and Leng Qiuling, it is 

impossible! Also, after this incident, the two of you master and apprentice are not allowed to step foot 

in Thousand Soar Mansion again!” 

Zhuo Han’s pupils constricted when he heard that, looking at Gu Tianque in disbelief, a doubtful look on 

his face. 

He could not figure out why Gu Tianque’s attitude would unexpectedly have a 180 degrees turnaround. 

Suddenly, he recalled the words Ye Yuan said. 

It turned out that ... this time it was not Ye Yuan being Leng Qiuling’s shield anymore. 

Gu Tianque really had the intention of matchmaking the two of them! 

It was laughable. He was still posing as Thousand Soar Imperial Capital’s son-in-law previously in front of 

the Thousand Soar Mansion’s disciples. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1860: : Xu Xing 

“This ... Uncle Gu ...” 

“Shut up! Who’s your uncle, shameless thing! In the past, I saw that you still looked decent, but I didn’t 

expect that you were actually so shameless! I only agreed to let you and Qiuling come into contact. So 

when did I acknowledge your marriage? You recklessly cooked up a rumor in my Thousand Soar 

Mansion. Do you still have any respect for me, this city lord?” 

Gu Tianque was boiling with rage and also filled with endless fear after the incident at the same time. 

If Ye Yuan died at Ji Xun’s hands, the entire Thousand Soar Imperial Capital might have to suffer an 

apocalyptic calamity! 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan was different from ordinary people and actually escaped with his life from under Ji 

Xun’s hands. This also greatly surprised him. 

However, toward Zhuo Han who he still regarded as decent in the past, he was no longer satisfied no 

matter which angle he looked at him anymore. 

Seeing Gu Tianque’s enraged appearance, Zhuo Han’s face was akin to dead ashes. 

“Ji Xun, what are you still stoning for? Hurry up and bring this useless apprentice of yours and scram for 

me!” Gu Tianque said in a deep voice. 

Ji Xun’s brows furrowed and he said in a cold voice, “Gu Tianque, you fell out with me for a kid still wet 

behind his ears. Is there really this need?” 

Gu Tianque sneered and said, “Ye Yuan is my savior. Do you think I have this need or not?” 

Ji Xun’s expression changed, looking at Ye Yuan rather surprisedly. 

Following this, he nodded his head and said, “Fine, I got it. But today’s matter isn’t over! Kid, I hope that 

you don’t land in my hands! Han-er, let’s go!” 
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Finished saying, Ji Xun swept his sleeves grandly and took Zhuo Han away from Ye Yuan’s hands. 

The moment Ji Xun left, Ye Yuan’s two eyes saw black, and then he fell to the ground. 

Facing Ji Xun, this level of True God powerhouse, Ye Yuan did not dare to slack off in the slightest. At this 

time, he finally could not hold on anymore. 

... 

Ten day’s time passed in a blink. On this day, countless powerhouses gathered outside of Heavenly Sun 

Mountain Range. 

The allure of an Empyrean inheritance was seriously too great. 

Even if they knew that there was huge danger, there were also countless people who were willing to fly 

into the fire like moths. 

And among these powerhouses, it was clearly the Thousand Soar Alliance’s strength that was the 

greatest. 

A True God powerhouse said, “Brother Gu, the hour is almost reaching, let’s enter the mountain!” 

Gu Tianque nodded and said, “Come on.” 

“Hang on!” Right at this time, two figures descended from the sky. 

When the group of True God powerhouses saw the arrivals, their faces could not help changing and they 

bowed in salute as he said, “We pay respects to Lord Ji Kang!” 

The aura of that True God powerhouse in the front was astonishing, it was actually a peak True God 

Realm powerhouse. 

It was only to see him nodded and said, “Such a grand event, my Vast Heaven Great Imperial Capital 

naturally has to join in too. Xu Xing, why haven’t you paid respects to the various uncles?” 

Behind Ji Kang, a handsome young man clasped his hands and said, “This lowly nephew, Xu Xing, pays 

respect to uncles.” 

“So, you’re Xu Xing. Huhu, truly, heroes come from youngsters!” 

“I have long heard that an extraordinary talent appeared in Vast Heaven Great Imperial Capital, fused 

together three kinds of power of laws, his strength extremely formidable! Meeting today, indeed lives 

up to the reputation!” 

The group of True God powerhouses actually took the initiative to flatter a Celestial Deity Realm junior. 

This also made the surrounding powerhouses all tongue-tied. 

However, hearing them say so, these people were all incredibly shocked. 

To geniuses, there were plenty who comprehended two, even three kinds of power of laws. 

But, those able to fuse two kinds of power of laws were in the minority, let alone fusing three kinds of 

power of laws. 



Those able to fuse three kinds of power of laws were undoubtedly all peerless geniuses that were one in 

ten thousand! 

Xu Xing had a proud look, accepting the group of powerhouses’ compliments without misgivings. 

Clearly, he had long gotten accustomed to this scene. 

“Zhuo Han has long admired Brother Xu’s great name. Upon seeing today, it’s sufficient to have no 

regrets for three lifetimes!” Zhuo Han was unwilling to be left in the cold and went forward to flatter. 

Xu Xing gave him a glance and said calmly, “So, you’re Zhuo Han. I’ve heard of you before. Beneath 

imperial capitals, your talent is first-rate.” 

Zhuo Han was pleasantly surprised and said, “Brother Xu has actually heard of me before. Zhuo Han is 

really overwhelmed by flattery and honor!” 

Xu Xing said coolly, “But I’ve heard before that among imperial capitals, there’s still a proud daughter of 

heaven Leng Qiuling, whose talent is above yours. I wonder who that is?” 

Leng Qiuling did not expect that Xu Xing would call upon her and stepped forward rather unwillingly. 

Greeting with folded hands at the lower right side, she said, “This lowly one, Leng Qiuling, pays respect 

to Sir Xu.” 

When Xu Xing saw Leng Qiuling, his eyes could not help lighting up. His face finally revealed a trace of a 

smile and said with a nod, “I really didn’t expect that Miss Leng actually has such unparalleled looks! 

Miss Leng, the journey of Heavenly Sun Mountain Range, you’re the host and have to take good care of 

me!” 

Leng Qiuling’s brows furrowed and said, “Dare not. This trip, I still have to look to uncles for more 

support.” 

The moment people with discerning eyes saw, they knew that this Xu Xing took fancy on Leng Qiuling. 

Ji Kang was also smiling and not saying anything at one side. Xu Xing’s horizons were extremely high. The 

girls pursuing him in Vast Heaven Great Imperial Capital were plentiful like carps moving down a stream, 

but he did not take fancy on anyone. 

He did not expect that he found someone pleasing to the eye here. 

By the side, when Zhuo Han saw this scene, he secretly gloated in others’ misfortune in his heart. 

It was already impossible for him to obtain Leng Qiuling. But with Xu Xing charging out halfway now, he 

wanted to see what Ye Yuan had to compete with the other person! 

To talk about this Xu Xing, he was indeed a peerless genius. 

His age was similar to theirs, but he was already peak Sixth Firmament Celestial Deity. 

More importantly, he even fused three kinds of power of laws, his combat power extremely strong! 

Although Zhuo Han’s talent was extremely high, compared to him, he indeed paled considerably in 

comparison. 



He indeed had the capital to be proud of. 

Ji Kang smiled and said, “Huhu, you’re all outstanding talents among the young generation, your future 

accomplishments immeasurable. You should naturally get closer.” 

With Ji Kang speaking, the others naturally nodded their heads and agreed. 

People that came from great imperial capitals, they could not afford to provoke. 

Just like this, a group of True God powerhouses suppressed their realms to Celestial Deity Realm and 

stepped into the Heavenly Sun Mountain Range. 

The moment Ye Yuan entered Heavenly Sun Mountain Range, a familiar feeling hit him head-on. 

That feeling was as if ... he returned to the Immortal Grove World. 

Previously, the Thousand Soar Alliance carried out a lockdown on the entire Heavenly Sun Mountain 

Range. But following their entry, other powerhouses also entered the Heavenly Sun Mountain Range 

one after another. 

Currently, heads could be said to be swarming in Heavenly Sun Mountain Range. 

“This array formation is very similar to the Four Symbols Family Clans’ grand array!” Ye Yuan and 

Dustless communicated. 

Dustless nodded and said, “The Four Symbols Divine Beasts forming an array, the power is sufficient to 

eradicate a major realm powerhouse! Immortal Grove laid down a matchless grand array in the entire 

Heavenly Sun Mountain Range. Annihilating Empyrean powerhouses is akin to child’s play!” 

Ye Yuan said, “With so many powerhouses entering, it’s likely that a single misstep and it will trigger the 

grand array!” 

Dustless smiled and said, “These fools even thought that Immortal Grove would leave behind his Dao 

teachings for them. They are thinking too much!” 

Ye Yuan could not help smiling when he heard that. 

The party gradually went deep in. Suddenly, a series of screams came over. 

A cluster of fire rose to the sky. More than a dozen powerhouses were instantly burned to ashes. 

Ji Kang’s face changed and he cussed angrily, “This bunch of fools activated the Immortal Wind Heavenly 

Fire Array of the Four Symbols Grand Array! Once the heavenly fire is triggered, it vows to immolate 

everything! Everybody, quickly run!” 


